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Be Part of the Story.
RESIDENT AUTHORS
Welcome to a new type of digital publishing venture, my name is Beth.
I'm looking for resident authors to join us at Ivy Tribe. If you are a new,
unpublished or published fantasy or science fiction children's author, we could
offer you an additional distribution channel. We publish short stories, graphic
novels or comics written in English and aimed at middle grade to young adult
readers. Ivy Tribe has no territory restrictions, so your stories have an
unlimited reach.
To really see the concept, is to picture a unique children's digital library. A place
like no other. Imagined to benefit thousands of children and their parents,
while being able to pay fair royalties to authors and creatives.
Bethea Ivy Publishing is a new UK based digital publishing platform, designed
specifically for parents and children. Our purpose is to provide smart options
for parents, to inspire children to read, write, create and achieve. Our vision is
to build the greatest digital fantasy and science fiction short story collection, all
housed within an interactive and immersive environment.
To achieve this, I want to combine the best of a traditional team approach, with
the responsiveness and flexibility of digital publishing. By forming partnerships
with children's authors, I'm creating the core and essence of our business.
Ivy Tribe is designed to be an affordable monthly subscription service for
children and parents. Membership allows unlimited access to the platform's
story collection experience.
I have over twenty years of corporate copy-editing, copy-writing, web, digital
and marketing experience at management level in education, the arts, health
and tourism.
Like many of you, I'm in the process of writing my first novel. I'll also be
contributing short stories of my own to the Ivy Tribe collection. Overall, my job
is to help decide the direction of the list, support copy editors, make the
business financially viable, resolve problems and manage the website,
marketing, communications, sponsorship, rights and contracts.
So, I invite you to become part of the tribe, to brave new territories and explore
the power of words and the magic of stories.

Beth

Beth Etherington,
Founder & Editorial Director,
Ivy Tribe @ Bethea Ivy Publishing.
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As a brand, our promise is to deliver exclusive story
content and literacy services that children will love and
explore.
Our aim is to lead the way in building a nation of literate
and creative young individuals. This is about making
literacy and language fun, immersive and enjoyable.

Think Big.

We're not stuffy and boring, we're awesome and amazing.

COLLECTIVE AMBITION

collective commitment and ambition as authors. We must

So, to achieve our dreams, it is essential for us to share a
engage with parents and young readers, to make our
purpose meaningful and effective.
Shaping our ambition is about strengthening the glue
between us. Launching our stories into the World
requires disciplined execution.
Therefore we must create a unified culture and build
engagement between our author members. This prepares
us to drive for success and assists us in evolving, adapting
and growing stronger.
Think big. Think together.
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Focus on the reader.
We're nurturing a generation of children who love
to read. Our job is to ensure the stories we tell are

We do stories.
OUR CORE VALUES

spell-binding and fit for purpose.
Service is who we are, its a way of being.
We must do this with integrity, honesty and
accountability. Show value, create an experience
and always strive to exceed customer expectations.

Do one thing exceptionally well.

Everyone has something to give.

We do children's fantasy and science

It may be small or gigantic. Sometimes it is

fiction short stories, digitally. They may

knowing what not to do. Every contribution

be written, audio, video, interactive,

counts.

immersive, musical or projected from
Mars.

Create space for ideas to grow.
As storytellers, we know creativity needs space and

Be extraordinary.
We must step up and shine. Be amazing
authors, write extraordinary stories and
send them out into the World.

time. We listen and openly discuss ideas and
opportunities for the greater good.
Strive for brilliance, not perfection.
Imperfect action is better than no action at all.
Focus on being brilliant.
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Professionalism is extremely important, from your
manuscripts, through to your author biography and
everything in between.
You will become an ambassador for Ivy Tribe and other
authors. Every action you take, every word you write,
every comment you make, will reflect on the whole
author tribe.

Professional
Standards

Therefore, you are expected to act with dignity and
respect at all times. There will be zero tolerance for
unacceptable behaviour both inside and outside of our
community.

& ETHICS
As an author you will be required to adhere to
publication requirements that submitted work is original,
is not plagiarised and has not been published elsewhere.
You will be expected to take collective responsibility for
all submitted and published work and flag potential
discrepancies or legal issues such as trademarks,
copyright or plagiarism within our team of authors.
Publication of other written work and relevant conflicts
of interest should always be disclosed.
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We love fresh new voices and concepts in children's
fiction. We're aiming to create the greatest digital library,
jam-packed with short stories, novellas, graphic novels,
comics and short chapter by chapter novels, stretching
across all sub-genres of fantasy and science fiction.

Originality
BURSTING WITH PIZZAZZ

Series collections are very important; not only does this
build a cohesive framework for each author, it helps
children connect and identify with characters and worlds.
From the get-go, we're looking for stories with amazing
characters, plot, theme and structure. Top of the list is
originality. We expect creative storytelling and
extraordinary adventures for young minds.
To be successful, we must continue to grow our collection
with stories children will come back for time and time
again. Most of all, we expect regular, fresh and vibrant
content from our author members.
Our website has no territory restrictions, so you'll have
the potential to reach a global market.
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Collective Collaboration
AUTHOR PARTNERSHIPS

We expect all our authors to have a high

ONLINE WORKSPACE

calibre of writing, alongside creative flair and
to have a 'play well together' mentality. We

To make this possible we have a dedicated

are a team and a community.

Facebook Group for all resident authors.

Our publishing and marketing strategies

This is our online support centre and

require a team effort, team support and a

workspace. It is used by our authors, copy

collective commitment.

editors, proofreaders and marketing
professionals for general announcements,

We're all working towards achieving the same

project updates and social media content.

goals, by pooling our members' strengths and
connections together. A united community of

We'll also introduce video, chat tools and

like-minded authors.

other technologies to keep in touch.

We have a joint obligation to ensure quality

As a resident member, we hope you'll check-

control, in terms of both story and editing.

in and contribute to our author community.

Authors must be respectful of the choices
copy editors and others make, to ensure we
meet our brand promise.
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Marketing
WE TURN AMAZING STORIES INTO AN IRRESISTIBLE EXPERIENCE
THE PRODUCT/SERVICE SUITE

MARKETING MATERIALS

Our strategy is to work holistically and with

As part of your author commitment, we hope

scalability. We turn great stories into an

you'll want to participate in the growth of the

irresistible experience. Each membership

tribe and our membership numbers.

plan creates demand for the next; starting

Marketing is a collective initiative, focusing

with a free trial to unlimited access, to

largely on organic reach through our author

premium services in the future. We call this

members and subscribers. Growth equals

an ascension model.

greater royalties for all authors.

This leads to future product and service

We'll provide 'done for you' social media

development which includes audio stories,

posts, PR, video trailers, email footers, web

events and interactive and immersive stories.

banners, blog posts and a newsletter. The

We can build vertically and laterally,

objective is for our members to help

developing and innovating as the market

distribute and share these through their own

evolves.

social accounts, media channels and
connections.

Moving forward our strategy is to launch
brand ambassadors, a storybook project, local
book exchanges and national reading
initiatives. We'll enhance the reading
environment, as we learn from our users'
experience.
Sponsorship opportunities await for

Growth equals
greater royalties
for authors.

compatible businesses in our virtual reading
rooms and digital bookshelves.
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Author Payments
THE MORE WE GROW, THE MORE YOU EARN

The more we collectively grow, the greater your earning
potential per submission. For full details on specific payments,
please download the following document from our website:
EARNINGS PDF:
betheaivy.com/author-information
All resident authors will initially be offered a flat fee per
submission, based on active membership numbers.
We are mindful that it will take time following the launch of
Ivy Tribe, to reach a satisfactory level of income for your
work. As with all new ventures, it is difficult to predict how fast
or slow a business will reach its targets. As a resident author,
your commitment will be recognised with greater rewards and
royalties as we evolve and grow.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
You retain ownership and the intellectual property rights of
your work. You grant us a license to use it as required by
Bethea Ivy Publishing, for the life of the digital library,
including use in publicity materials.
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
You will be responsible for paying your own taxes and other
legally required contributions based on your earnings.
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Your Author Pledge
COMMITMENT IS THE FOUNDATION OF GREAT SUCCESS
We are recruiting new, published and

In preparation for the launch of Ivy Tribe, all

unpublished children's authors, to become Ivy

resident authors will be provided with story

Tribe's RESIDENT AUTHORS.

deadlines. This is to enable copy editing and
proofreading. We will then convert your story

Ideally, our authors can confidently write across

to a digital flipbook and upload it to the

various sub-genres in middle grade and young

website.

adult fiction. We also welcome writers who are
aiming to build a series collection and chapter

YOUR MONTHLY COMMITMENT

by chapter novels.

As a member, we hope you'll contribute at least
ONE short story (single or part of a series) or

YOUR INITIAL COMMITMENT

ONE short chapter each month, irrespective of

As an author member, we kindly ask you to

the active membership count.

DONATE at least FIVE pieces of work. These
can be short stories, comic stories, graphic

We will aim to achieve the payment threshold

chapters, novella or novel chapters, or a

of 100 members per month, as quickly as

combination of the above. We hope you will

possible. Our strategy is to significantly

want to showcase as much of your work as

increase reach each month, to ensure all

possible. This is so we can build our library in

authors are financially rewarded.

preparation for the launch.
Artwork for illustrative, graphic or comic
stories is expected to be simple but brilliant.
Graphic novels can be submitted in chapters.
The same level of illustrative detail is not
always required for shorter pieces of work. It
will be left to the author's discretion, how much
time and detail is committed to each story
project.
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Voluntary & Freelance
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
At Ivy Tribe, we have a range of voluntary positions
within our publishing house, which will eventually
create paid freelance work for successful individuals.
Roles range from proofreading and copy editing to
formatting and marketing. So, if you have additional
talents, we'd love to hear from you. Please highlight
your interest when you join us.
As a new publisher, our aim is to build and grow, but
we start from humble beginnings. With the help of
like-minded individuals who are willing to sacrifice a
few hours each week, we will become what we have set
out to achieve.
COPY EDITORS & PROOF READERS
If you have an eye for detail and the critical thinking
skills to check for suitability, semantics, terminology
and formatting, as well as spelling, grammar and
punctuation, let us know. You'll oversee submitted
manuscripts and work with selected members to ensure
our stories are ready for publication. Please indicate
whether you are applying for a copy editor or
proofreader position.
MARKETING & BLURB WRITERS
These roles cover the full marketing mix from
publicity geniuses and social media gurus. We have a
particular interest in video story makers. We'd also
love blurb writers, copywriters and blogging partners.
If you have a marketing skill, please indicate your area
of speciality when you become a member.
AUDIOBOOK CREATORS & NARRATORS
Much later in our development, we're planning to add
audio stories. This is primarily to assist visually
impaired readers. These roles are suitable for budding
voice-over artists. It takes a certain skill to make a story
come to life, especially dialogue.
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How to become part of the Tribe
We accept all sub-genres of fantasy and

We work with new, unpublished and

science fiction in the following categories:

published children's authors. All content
submitted must be exclusive to Ivy Tribe

Single short stories;

and not printed or reproduced anywhere.

Graphic novellas, novels or comics;
Novellas;

Authors must have a verified email address

Chapter by chapter novels;

and basic social accounts for marketing and

Short stories as part of a series collection.

distribution purposes.

AGE CATEGORIES AND AVERAGE WORD

SUBMISSION PROCESS

COUNT:
1. A few words to introduce yourself:
Junior/Middle-Grade Readers (ages 8-12
years) minimum 1,000 words. Chapter by

Genres/sub-genres and age categories you

chapter stories max 12,000 words per novel

write for.

(eg 1,000 words per chapter).

Two to three sentences about yourself.
Your contact details.

Young Adult Readers (ages 13 years+)
minimum 1,500 words. Chapter by chapter

2. Upload your submission here:

stories max 15,000 words per novel (eg 1,500

betheaivy.com/author-submissions

words per chapter).
FACEBOOK GROUP
We welcome specialist selections including
graphic novels for reluctant readers and

Come and join our social community,

stories for readers with dyslexia.

The Writing Tribe UK for general support
and friendship:
facebook.com/groups/thewritingtribeuk
.
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
We will confirm the receipt of your submission.
Our response times will vary and it may take up to 10 working days, so please remain patient during the
review process.

Contact: Beth Etherington, Founder & Editorial Director, Bethea Ivy Publishing.
E: beth@betheaivy.com

W: betheaivy.com

Registered Business Address: Bethea Ivy Ltd, Oakmere, Belmont Business Park, Durham,
County Durham, DH1 1TW, England. (No Mail).
Company Number: 7917141. Ivy Tribe is a trademark of Bethea Ivy Ltd.
Office Address: First Floor, 11, Hatfield Way, Bishop Auckland,
County Durham, DL14 6XF. (By Appointment only).
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